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In daily life, many developers with their skills and ability do research and development and try to
develop new products and numerous gaming applications which has make the need of tablets
essential. Every second person is making use of these tablets no matter which technology they
supports. Similarly with the android developers, they have introduced many games in the market
which has now considered as the best android games.

1.	Angry Birds

The best and the popular game to download for the Android phones is Angry Birds. The game is all
about the birds who want their eggs back from the pigs. So, they earn points by destroying the pigs
through sliding long shots. Practically seeing, Angry Birds is considered as the educational game
and it has been proved when we noticed that the boring world has now changed into amazing and
addictive game. The positive point of this game is â€“ it is available in the Android market for free.

2.	Backbreaker THD

This game is related to the football match. If you have ever decided to play a football game but not
even get the trial. Then now you can have the chance to play the game on your own tablet.

3.	Honeycomb Ping Pong

If you are a crazy about playing table tennis right from your school days. Now you have come up
with your want as for playing this game you are not require to have a physical platform to play this
game because now you can find the same platform on your Android tablets. This game has now
introduced with an improved version having two rackets with a bouncing ball in between the rackets.
This game has four modes i.e. two players, single player, online play and last one is Wi-Fi play.

In the single player game you can play with computerized player. It is also divided into four levels
with set the difficulty criteria of the game name, easy to medium to hard and to expert. On the other
hand, two players mode will help you to play the game with your friend on the same tablet. The Wi-
Fi function will help you to play with any other partner with the help of Wi-Fi within your wireless
zone from other tablet. Lastly, the online mode will help you to play a game with anyone all around
the world. Because of these features it has considered as one of the best android games and it can
be downloaded easily just by paying $0.99.
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